




THE_BACKGROUND_

The textility of making
Tim Ingold 

“Contemporary   discussions   of   art   and   technology   con-
tinue   to  work  on  theassumption that making entails the impo-
sition of form upon the material world,by an agent with a design 
in mind. Against thishylomorphicmodel of creation, I arguethat the 
forms of things arise within fi elds of force and fl ows of material. 
It is byintervening in these force-fi elds and following the lines 
of fl ow that practitionersmake things. In this view, making is a 
practice of weaving, in which practitionersbind their own pathways 
or lines of becoming  into the texture of material fl owscomprising 
the lifeworld.”

http://sed.ucsd.edu/fi les/2014/05/Ingold-2009-Textility-of-making.
pdf

Vibrant Matter
A Political Ecology of Things
Jane Bennett

“In Vibrant Matter the political theorist Jane Bennett, renowned 
for her work on nature, ethics, and aff ect, shifts her focus from 
the human experience of things to things themselves. Bennett ar-
gues that political theory needs to do a better job of recognizing 
the active participation of nonhuman forces in events. Toward that 
end, she theorizes a “vital materiality” that runs through and 
across bodies, both human and nonhuman.”

https://www.dukeupress.edu/vibrant-matter

The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction
Ursula K. Le Guin

“I’m not telling that story. We’ve heard it, we’ve all heard all 
about all the sticks spears and swords, the things to  bash and 
poke and hit with, the long, hard things, but we have not heard 
about the thing to put things in, the container for the thing con-
tained. That is a new story. That is news.”

https://www.academia.edu/17313163/The_Carrier_Bag_Theory_of_Fic-
tion_-_Ursula_K._Le_Guin

Everything is a Remix 
Kirby Ferguson

“Ferguson examines modern attitudes toward intellectual property 
and how these attitudes rather counterintuitively stifl e creativity 
rather than fostering it.
He illustrates the interconnectedness of our creations and how 
current laws and norms miss this essential truth.”

https://www.everythingisaremix.info/
40min >> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJPERZDfyWc



SOCIAL DISTANCING AS AN OPPORTUNITY 
FOR MATERIAL INTIMACY ?

As somebody who leads crafty hands-on material work-
shops < mostly on e-textiles and physical computing > 
I’ve been trying to Find interesting ways of communi-
cating these experiences remotely, without relying on 
a setup in which participants spend the majority of 
their time in front of devices .

The social distancing measures that we are current-
ly taking to slow the spread of covid-19 bar us from 
gathering physically with other humans, but nothing is 
stopping us from getting intimate with other materi-
als 

all alone with OTHER materials . . . is maybe our 
chance to be more intimate with them than when other 
humans are around !



THE_LEVELS_ LEVEL1_THE REMIX

learning to adventure 
with materirals to discover and 
share visual stories

remix_
> to combine or edit existing materials to produce 
something new

LEVEL2_THE REMAKE

taking parts apart 
to understand basic electronics 
then making them SOFT&STRANGE with 
e-textile materials
 
remake_
TO TAKE APART AND PUT TOGETHER ANEW

LEVEL3_THE REMOTE

taking more parts apart 
to understand electromagnetism 
then exploring making things move

remote_
to control from a distance



E-TEXTILE ADVENTURES G
estaltungsprojekt Puppe 3Jhg

legende

live video alle sind im video-call.
calls dauern max. 45min, mit 15min pause!

live chat
hannah ist online und live* erreichbar per chat (und video wo nötig).
*hannah antwortet auf fragen innherhalb 1-3 minuten.
((( teilnehmer müssen nicht live im chat erreichbar sein )))

slow chat
hannah schaut 1x pro stunde in den chat um fragen zu beantworten. 
dringende fragen können per anruf gestellt werden.
((( teilnehmer müssen nicht nicht in den chat schauen )))

1woche
LEVEL_1: THE REMIX [material adventure]

24KW DI MI DO FR

10-11 kick-off kick-off document

11-12 play play document

12-13 PAUSE PAUSE PAUSE

13-14 play play publish

14-15 tech-check, intros play play publish

15-16 game intro play play present&feedback

16-17 setup present&discuss publish&exchange

17-18

2woche
LEVEL_2: THE REMAKE [textile sensors]

25KW DI MI DO FR

10-11 kick-off play/remake intro: sensors project

11-12 take apart (digi) play/remake take apart (ana) project

12-13 PAUSE PAUSE PAUSE PAUSE

13-14 intro: electronics play/remake play/remake document

14-15 meet the materials play/remake play/remake document

15-16 remake play/remake play/remake present&feedback

16-17 remake publish&exchange publish&exchange

17-18

3woche
LEVEL_3: THE REMOTE [electromagnetic actuators]

26KW DI MI DO FR

10-11 take apart (EM) individual calls project project

11-12 intro: EM
meet the materials individual calls project project

12-13 PAUSE PAUSE PAUSE PAUSE

13-14 remake / explore project project document

14-15 remake / explore project project present&feedback

15-16 remake / explore project project present&feedback

16-17 show&tell project project

17-18

THE_SCHEDULE_
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THE_KIT_



the_board_





LEVEL1_THE REMIX

DESIGN_YOUR_CHARACTER
> POST A SELFIE OF YOUR CHARACTER INTO THE DISCORD 
CHANEL #ETEXTILE-ADVENTURES
> place your character on step_0















// the following TIPS are intended to help you 
discover points of interest amid your variants

lay our variants out in 
front of you . 
space them out so you 
can identify them as 
separate things .

can you identify Any 
common themes ?

place A varient in a 
different environment
 
on a plate . in a jar 
. in the palm of your 
hand . on some fabric . 
on a piece of bread . . . 

what do you see ?

re-arrange the variants 
in a new order / orga-
nization structure 

remove some . combine 
some . 

do they become 
something TOGETHER ?

describe each variant 

write down the fiFIrst 
thing that comes to 
mind on a small piece 
of paper . lay it next 
to the variant

read your descriptions 

PLAY WITH SCALE

place a human fiFIgure 
next to a variant

what does it become ?



DECIDE_5_>>>_6











PUBLIC?



pasta macaroni rice grains string 

thread nail-varnish paper card-

board nature plant matter seed-pods 

leaves twigs stones pebbles sand 

dirt plastic packaging bottle caps 

corks pins staples paperclips rub-

ber-bands straws gummi-sweets chew-

ing-gum beans dried-beans raisins 

dried-fruits seeds peas carrots 

apples oranges bananas grapes to-

matoes red-beet nuts clay blue-tack 

salt dough slime jello jelly jam 

butter nutella toothpaste shampoo 

soap candles wax Fire glue hot-glue 

water ice paper pen pencil eraser 

ink coins cables nails screws bolts 

toiletpaper . . . . .

APPENDIX_M



// anything you can use to manipu-
late a material and does not remain 
part of what is made

hands feet teeth spoons sewing-nee-

dles crochet-hooks knitting-needles 

pins File screw-driver compas ruler 

nail-clipper wire-stripper vice pli-

ers calipers  heat-gun heat FLAME 

iron soldering-iron scissors knives 

saw drill hole-punch brush . . . . .

APPENDIX_T



deFInitions TAKEN FROM wikipedia 
and THE INTERNET

material_ a substance or mixture of substances that con-
stitutes an object. Materials can be pure or impure, living or 
non-living matter.

TOOL_

adventure_ an exciting experience that is typically a 
bold, sometimes risky, undertaking. Adventures are often undertak-
en to create psychological arousal or in order to achieve a great-
er goal such as the pursuit of knowledge that can only be obtained 
in a risky manner.

Storytelling_ the social and cultural activity of 
sharing stories, as a means of entertainment, education, cultural 
preservation or instilling moral values. Crucial elements of sto-
ries and storytelling include plot, characters and narrative point 
of view.
Storytelling predates writing and today uses all kinds of  media 
to unfold or disclose narratives.

Anthropocene_ a proposed geological epoch dating from 
the commencement of significant human impact on Earth’s geology and 
ecosystems.

Actor-Network-Theory_ANT_ 
social theory that proposes everything exists in constantly shift-
ing networks of relationships. All the factors involved in a social 
situation are on the same level. Thus, objects, ideas, processes, 
and any other relevant factors are seen as just as important in 
creating social situations as humans.

VIBRANT-MATTER_

GLOSSARY_ Thing-power_

CREATIVITY_

PROCESS_

JOURNEY_

PLAY_

GAME_

LEVEL_

SELECT_

DECIDE_

DOCUMENT_

SHARE_

PUBLIC_

PUBLISH_

REMIX_

REMAKE_

REMOTE_



FURTHER
_READING
_watching
_listening
Harraway_

LATOUR_

THOREAU_



LEVEL2_THE REMAKE



LEVEL3_THE REMOTE



GAME_OVER ?

Gestaltungsprojekt puppe 
3JHG
SS 2020
hfs-berlin.de

Spiel&&objekt
spielundobjekt.de

hannah perner-wilson
plusea.at


